Dear Sir/Madam,
My name is Carlos Sirvent Mazarico, I am 23 years old and I am writing to express my interest in
any role related with development that I could fit in your company. I like very much learning new
technologies and it would not be a problem if it is something new for me. Please find enclosed my
CV for your consideration.
As you can see in the attached CV, I have just finished working in an Internship in the MediaTech
department in LNU, Växjö. I started working here in January 2015 and since then I have worked in
different projects developing mobile apps (natively and cross-platform) and websites.
I have been studying in the Autonomous University of Barcelona for my bachelor and I have come
to finish my thesis in Linnaeus University, where I have been able to improve my English level and
start learning Swedish. The thesis that I did was titled ‘Comparison between Native and CrossPlatform Apps’ and it allowed me to learn about the pros and cons of using this new technologies.
After the thesis I started two subjects in the Social Media and Web Technologies and I have been
doing those while I worked part-time for the department.
Apart from this, I have tried to make my own business (www.hepeventos.com), although it is not
working as I expected, and also I have done some mobile apps and websites for private companies.
As a person I am secure, calm and hard-working. I am good in team work and I like meeting new
people. I think that with my initiative and enthusiasm I am the right person for you.
My intentions and goals would be earning experience all kind of development, and maybe learning
new technologies. Also I would discover how it is like working in a company that is not software
specialised, how is their architecture and which is the way the work is done. That way I will
experience a new and different working environment.
With this opportunity I will reach all the goals above and also I will be able to meet new people.
Nowadays I’m living in Växjö but I have no problems in moving to other cities for job reasons
I look forward to receiving an answer from you soon.
Kind regards,
Carlos Sirvent Mazarico
carlos.sirvent7@gmail.com

